Earlier work concerning control of discrete event systems usually assumed that a correct model of the system to be controlled was available. A goal of this wok is to provide an algorithm for determining the correct model from a set of models. The result of the algorithm is a nite language which can be used to test for the correct model or noti cation that the remaining models cannot be controllably distinguished. We use the nite state machine model with controllable and uncontrollable events presented by Ramadge and Wonham 1 .
Introduction
A discrete event system (DES) is one which responds to distinct events occurring at asynchronous times 7] . Examples of such systems include computer networks, manufacturing systems, and other dynamic systems which require high level coordinated control. There has been some success recently in developing a theory for the control of such systems (see 13] and the references therein). Most of this work has assumed that an accurate model for the system of interest is available.
The motivation for this work is the desire to control systems in the presence of uncertainty in the model of the system and environment in which the system operates. Part of this work is an extension of learning and inference theory 6, 2, 16] to the domain of discrete event systems. This work is also related to recent results concerning the determination of a system model when certain assumptions are made about the model and type of experiments 14, 15] . In both the learning theory and system determination work, an assumption is that all events are controllable. The uncontrollability of certain events gures prominently in this work. The approach taken in this paper is similar to the approach used for system identi cation in 17] in that any model which is falsi ed is dropped from consideration as a correct model.
There are many di erent types of uncertainty which might occur in a system model. To discuss such uncertainties, a model representation must be chosen. In this work, we investigate uncertainty in a deterministic nite state machine. An example of such uncertainty is an uncertainty in the transitions of a system which can be described as a state which has a single event speci ed as providing transitions to at least two di erent resulting states; however, only one of the transitions is actually present in the system. Other examples are discussed in Section 3. Such uncertainty results in multiple models of the system which might potentially be correct. The goal is to specify conditions and algorithms which enable the identi cation of the correct model in a nite number of transitions despite the presence of uncontrollable actions. In particular, an algorithm provides either notication that no more models may be controllably distinguished or a nite distinguishing language which can be used to remove an incorrect model. Section 2 describes the method used to model the plant and the relevant controllability results. Section 3 gives some examples of how a set of potentially correct models for a system might arise. Section 4 describes the concepts and techniques used to identify a correct model from a given set of models. Section 5 provides example applications of the results.
Description of the Model
We use the deterministic nite state machine as a model for system behavior. In what follows, only the main features of the nite state machine model related to this work are covered in a condensed manner. A more complete development related to the nite state machine model can be found in 5, 9] . More complete descriptions of the controllability and related results can be found in 13, 3, 11]. The transition function is in general a partial function: (q; )! denotes that the transition event is de ned from state q. The marked states signify a subset of the state set which is used to determine acceptance of a given string. A string is accepted if the machine executing the string stops in a marked state.
Finite State Machines and Regular Languages
A nite state machine, P = (Q; A; ; q 0 ; Q m ), can also be represented as a directed graph M = (Q; T) where Q and T are the sets of nodes and arcs, respectively, or states and transitions in this instance 1, 4] . Q is the set of states in the machine and T Q A Q is the set of transitions.
If q 1 ; q 2 2 Q and (q 1 ; ) = q 2 , then one denotes the transition by the three tuple (q 1 ; ; q 2 ).
A is used to denote the set of all nite sequences of symbols from the alphabet A. A language is a set of strings of elements from an alphabet. If u 2 A , then juj denotes the length of u, u(j) denotes the j th element of the string, and the set pr(u) denotes the set of all strings which are pre xes of u, i.e. for u 2 A pr(u) = fs 2 A js = u(1) . . . u(k); 0 < k jujg:
The notation s u is used to denote that s is a pre x of u. Note that the empty string, ", is the length zero pre x of all strings. The concept of pre x can be extended to a language in the following manner. The pre x closure of a language L is de ned by L = fw 2 A j9u 2 L : w ug: We use the notation s 2 ppr(u) or s < u to signify that s is a proper pre x of u, i.e. that s u and s 6 = u. This concept is extended to a language, L A , in the following manner: ppr(L) = fs 2 A j9u 2 L : s < ug:
For this work, we restrict our attention to the class of regular languages which is a strict subset of the class of formal languages. A basic result relates regular languages and nite state machines: a language L A is regular if and only if it is generated by a nite state The product machine is a single machine which can be used to represent the synchronous behavior of two original machines. If machines M 1 = (Q 1 ; A; 1 ; q 1;0 ; Q 1;m ) and M 2 = (Q 2 ; A; 2 ; q 2;0 ; Q 2;m ) have the same event set, A, then the product of the two machines is denoted M 1 kM 2 = (Z; A; k ; z 0 ; Z m ) where, Z = Q 1 Q 2 and z 0 = (q 1;0 ; q 2;0 ); k ((q 1 ; q 2 ); ) = ( ( 1 (q 1 ; ); 2 (q 2 ; )) if de ned unde ned otherwise, and, Z m = Q 1;m Q 2;m : The languages generated and marked by the product machine have a speci c relation to the languages of the machines from which they are com-
2. which speci es a set of inputs enabled by the supervisor which can be applied as a function of the string in L of events which the plant has previously executed. The closed loop system consisting of a supervisor, f, and plant, P, has the closed loop behavior denoted by L f , and is de ned as follows: The region of weak attraction, as discussed in 3, 11], can be directly related to distinguishing di erent machines. The region of weak attraction for a speci ed set of states can be described informally as the set of states from which the system can be controlled so as to enter the set of speci ed states in a nite number of transitions.
The region of weak attraction, M (G), for a machine, M = (Q; A; ; q 0 ), or in graph notation, M = (Q; T), and a speci ed subset of states, G Q, can be determined by the algorithm in 3]. For a speci c calculation of the region of weak attraction of a given set of states, G, the transitions used in its construction are denoted by T (G). This algorithm builds the region of weak attraction starting from G. Each iteration of the algorithm adds states to the region de ned in the previous iteration. A state is added to the region of weak attraction only if there is an event which describes a transition into the region de ned in the previous iteration and there does not exist an uncontrolled event to a state not in the region de ned by the previous iterations of the algorithm. The transition labeled by this is added to T (G) as are the uncontrolled transitions from this state. The states in M (G) are well de ned; as discussed in 3], the transitions chosen for T (G) are not necessarily uniquely de ned. The algorithm is guaranteed to terminate by the nite state description of the machine. An e cient algorithm in 11] computes the region of weak attraction in O(jQj jAj) time.
The characteristics of the region of weak attraction are most easily described by certain conditions on the directed graph which describes thenite state machine. Let the machine be described by the graph M = (Q; T) with G Q. The region of weak attraction satis es three main criteria as described in the following proposition. 
Model Uncertainty
Uncertainties in the plant model provide a set of models which are potentially correct models of the plant. Each model in this set is obtained by assuming that the uncertainty results from a speci c lack of knowledge about the structure of the plant. Example 3.1 Consider an automatic guided vehicle system guided by wires in the oor of a manufacturing facility. The model of the guidance system may contain errors. Each error will produce an uncertain model of the correct system. For instance, two branch nodes in the wiring may be combined into a single node in the model, an extra branch may be in the model which is not installed in the plant, or the model may be lacking a branch which is installed in the plant. Each of these errors generates an uncertain model which can be used to de ne a set of potentially correct models.
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Example 3.2 Model (A) in Figure 1 gives an example of a system with uncertainty in the transitions. For this transition uncertainty, there is a single state, q 0 , in the model which has \b" transitions de ned to k di erent states, q 1 ; . . . ; q k ; yet, in the actual system, only one of these \b" transitions is de ned. 
Example 3.3 Assume that the set of events which a system can accomplish is known and that there is a known upper bound on the size of the state space. Using these two assumptions, one can construct all possible models for the system. After all unique models have been constructed, a technique is required to generate tests which can distinguish the correct model.
4 Distinguishing Between Models
We present deterministic techniques which provide an easily checked condition and an algorithm for correctly removing inconsistent models from consideration and identifying the correct model. Certain concepts will provide a uni ed framework for the development which follows. For the following de nitions, we assume that there are models M = (Q; A; ; q 0 ), M 1 = (Q 1 ; A; 1 ; q 1;0 ), M 2 = (Q 2 ; A; 2 ; q 2;0 ), which have states q 1 For languages generated by a state machine, we have the following result. 
Distinguishing Between Two Models
Assume that machine M has an uncertainty which causes the set of potentially correct models to consist of the models M 1 and M 2 . We assume that one of these models is correct. The models are speci ed by the following tuples: M 1 = (Q 1 ; A; 1 ; q 1;0 ); and M 2 = (Q 2 ; A; 2 ; q 2;0 ): The languages generated by these models are referenced by L(M 1 ) and L(M 2 ). We also refer to the standard synchronous product machine:
The set of states in the product machine which can be used to controllably distinguish the two models is de ned in the following manner.
De nition 4.5 G is the controllably distinguishing set of states for M 1 and
where M 1 kM 2 = (Z; A; k ; z 0 ).
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A particular event which can be used to distinguish two states is called a controllably distinguishing event. Hence, an event is a controllably distinguishing event for z if di erent(z; ) holds and there is not an uncontrolled event u de ned in the product machine from z.
Example 4.4 For the machines given in Figure 2 , let A u = fbg. The controllably distinguishing state set is G = f(q 1 ; q); (q 2 ; q)g. In this example, the set of controllably distinguishing states is the entire product space. Example 4.5 Consider the same machines as Example 4.4, but let A u = fag. In this instance, the set of controllably distinguishing states is G = f(q 2 ; q)g.
To controllably distinguish states in the product machine, a string must be found which leads to a state in G. Note that G is a superset of states which can be used to distinguish states in the product machine and reached from the initial state. This inclusion is a result of de ning G to be all states in the product machine which have controllably distinguishing events de ned without consideration of reachability constraints. Proposition 4.2 states that there is a nite controllable method for distinguishing between two nite state machines if and only if the initial state of the product machine is in the region of weak attraction of the set of states which can be used to distinguish between the two machines.
Proposition 4.2
Let M 1 = (Q 1 ; A; 1 ; q 1;0 ) and M 2 = (Q 2 ; A; 2 ; q 2;0 ); be two machines. There exists a nite language L which satis es: 
, and is a controllably distinguishing event for z. We must show that this language is nite, satis es the de nition for controllability and satis es the de nition of a distinguishing language.
1. L nite:
Hence L is controllable with respect to
3. L non-empty: If there are cycles, more work is required. The idea is to disable a cycle and show that the remaining subgraph is still G-connected and realizable. Since (V 0 ; T 0 ) is a nite graph, there are only nitely many cycles; consequently, after disabling all cycles, we have a subgraph remaining which is G-connected, realizable, and acyclic. By Proposition 2.1, we have that z 0 2 M 1 kM 2 (G) as desired. Now we must show that cycles may be removed while retaining the connectedness and realizability of the subgraph (V 0 ; T 0 ).
We start by classifying all transitions in T 0 . A transition is included in class C if it must be included in T 0 for controllability reasons, i.e. if the subgraph would lose the realizability characterization by not having a speci c transition, then that transition is included in C. Hence, (z 1 ; ; z 2 ) 2 C , ((z 1 ; ; z 2 ) 2 T 0^ 2 A u ): A transition is included in class R if it must be included in T 0 for reachability reasons, i.e. if a node would no longer be G-connected without the presence of a speci c transition, then that transition is included in R. Hence, (z 1 ; ; z 2 ) 2 R if and only if there does not exist a w 2 A such that there is a path labeled by w from z 1 to G in the subgraph (V 0 ; T 0 ), where w(1) 6 = .
Assume that there is a cycle in (V 0 ; T 0 ). If there is a transition (z 1 ; ; z 2 ) on the cycle which is not in C R, then we can clearly remove this transition and retain the G-connectivity and realizability. This fact follows from the facts that any transition, (z 1 ; ; z 2 ), not in C R is controllable and there is another path in the subgraph from z 1 to G which does not use the transition in question.
Hence, if we can remove all cycles by deleting transitions which are not in C R, then we are done.
Assume that there is a cycle remaining which only has transitions in C R. Let The complexity of this approach is governed by the necessity to consider the product machine for M 1 and M 2 in order to determine the distinguishing language. This operation requires O(jQ 1 jjQ 2 j) operations. In this paper, the dependency of the complexity on the size of the event set A is assumed to be a constant factor; hence is not included in the expression for the order of complexity. As shown in Section 5.1, this is a sharp bound on the complexity.
Distinguishing Multiple Models
The technique for distinguishing between multiple models with a reset capability available is an extension of the technique used to distinguish between two models. The strategy is to construct a product machine from two models in the set of models which results from considering all possible permutations of the uncertainties. Then, from this product machine, calculate the region of weak attraction for the set of controllably distinguishing states for these two models as described in Corollary 4.1. By using the machine generated by the region of weak attraction as a supervisor for the plant, at least one of these models can be removed from the set of possibly correct models by controlling the plant to enter a state which is a component of one of the product states in the set of controllably distinguishing states. Then, after at least one of these models has been eliminated as a possibly correct model, reset the plant and start the procedure over with another pair of models. Note that it is possible that neither of the models which are chosen is the correct model for the system; hence, the plant might generate a string which is not de ned in either of the models used to generate the supervisor. In this case, both models are removed and the procedure continues by choosing another two models. This procedure continues until all uncertainties have been resolved or until no pair of models can be found which satisfy the conditions of Corollary 4.1.
We denote each possible model as: M i = (Q i ; A; i ; q i;0 ; Q i;m ); where i = 1; . . . ; k, and k is the initial number of models from which the correct model is to be chosen. We denote the initial set of all possible models by S 0 . Using the notation given, S 0 = fM i ji = 1; . . . ; kg;
where each model is in minimal canonical form 5, 9] .
The following algorithm speci es the procedure given above. P denotes the actual machine or the plant which is to be correctly modeled. S p+1 = S p n f models which have been determined to be inconsistent with plant g.
Reset the plant. p = p + 1: End while. End of algorithm. In the worst case, the product for every pair of models would need to be calculated to check for pairs which satisfy z 0 2 M k (G i;j ). Since there are k models in S, this calculation of products results in an algorithm with O(k 2 jQj 2 ) complexity.
A slight modi cation of the proposed algorithm is to simulate, on all models in S p , the strings which result from using M (G i;j ) as a supervisor for the plant. Using this technique, any model which cannot successfully simulate the activity of the plant can be eliminated from consideration and need not be considered in any future pairing.
This modi ed approach also has worst case complexity of O(k 2 jQj 2 ) since there is no guarantee that more than one model will be eliminated on each iteration. Also the actual complexity to accomplish the simulation results in an additional O(kjQj 2 ) term in the operation count. These counts are a result of the following reasoning. Each calculation of M k (G) adds a jQ 2 j term to the count. There are at most k 2 pairs which have to be calculated, hence, the O(k 2 jQ 2 j) term in the count. To simulate any test string on all remaining potential models, O(kjQ 2 j) operations are necessary, hence, this term is added to the count retaining an overall complexity of O(k 2 jQ 2 j).
To demonstrate the correctness of the algorithm, several points must be addressed: insuring that only bad models are removed from S i , that the order of choosing models for the test disting(M i ; M j ) does not a ect the output, and that there is no other technique which might produce a smaller set of potential models.
Only Bad Models Removed
The rst point is easily addressed. A model is removed if it is inconsistent with the plant. An inconsistency arises from either the plant executing a transition which is not in the model, such as an uncontrolled transition, or the plant not executing a transition which is de ned in the model, such as from a state at which a single controlled or uncontrolled transition is de ned in the model but is not executed by the plant. Hence, only \bad" models are removed from the set used to keep potentially correct models. Note that a consistent model will not be removed from this set.
Order Does Not A ect the Result
The second point is more subtle. A priori it appears that the order of testing models might be signi cant. I.e. there might be some incorrect model A which, when combined with another incorrect model B, generates a test string which provides that model B is removed, but that when model B is combined with the correct model a test string cannot be generated.
That the order does not matter follows from the following proposition. In the statements of the following propositions, the language generated by model M i which is usually denoted by L(M i ) is denoted by L i . In the proof of Proposition 4.3, a language L is used to link the fact that the initial state is in the region of attraction of each of the product machines. The conditions on L are very similar to the conditions for a distinguishing language for M i and M j ; however, the fact that neither M i nor M j might be the correct model requires that slightly di erent characteristics describe how M j can be used with M i to generate a supervisor which will cause M i to be removed from the set of possibly correct models. Consider the language L marked by the supervisor generated by M i kM j (G i;j ) and used to remove M i . By the assumptions in the proposition statement, this language generates tests which are used to remove M i from the set of potentially correct models.
We rst describe some characteristics which this language satis es. For this supervisor to cause M i to be removed from the set of possibly correct machines in a controllable fashion, we claim that only the strings in (2), (3), and (4) above can occur as strings in the language. (See shaded areas in Figure 3 .) No other string can occur and still allow M i to be removed from the set of possibly correct machines. Any other string would not allow M i to be removed.
From this observation we have that:
The niteness of L is a result of the fact that M i kM j (G i;j ) is acyclic. That L is non-empty is a result of the fact that M i is removed, i.e. at least one event must be used to determine that M i is not correct.
2 End proof of Lemma 4.4.
We now use this language to demonstrate that z 0;i;c 2 M i kMc (G i;c ).
We demonstrate this fact by verifying that L satis es the requirements of 
Since L satis es the requirements for Proposition 4.3 provides that the order does not matter when choosing which pair of models to use to generate the next test. When combined with the rst point, that only \bad" models are removed, we have that it is su cient to test bad models with the correct model, which will never be removed from the set of potentially correct models.
Optimal Complexity of Algorithm
Now we address the question of whether some other procedure might be used to generate a smaller set of potentially correct models. In particular, we know that z o;i;c 6 2 M i kMc (G i;c ): 
Resolving Uncertainty Without Reset
To resolve uncertainty without a reset capability, a slight modi cation must be made to the algorithms given previously. The modi cation consists of updating the models still under consideration to re ect any actions which the actual plant has taken. This update is manifested by modifying the model descriptions so that the initial state has a dependence on events which have already occurred.
Hence, the old model M = fQ; A; ; q 0 ; Q m g, is modi ed to M(s) = fQ; A; ; q 0 (s); Q m g, where s is the string which has been executed to this point. Note that only the initial state needs to have this dependence. The other components of the model do not need to be modi ed.
Note that for this modi cation, all models must be updated to determine if the new initial state after a test string has been executed is in the region of attraction for the set of distinguishing states. However, the actual region of attraction does not need to be recalculated because the states which can be attracted to the distinguishing states do not change with each test string, only the initial state changes.
The need to simulate the test strings does not increase the complexity of the algorithm. In the worst case, this algorithm could require that O(k 2 ) regions of weak attraction be calculated to nd enough test strings. Hence, this algorithm also has O(k 2 jQj 2 ) complexity.
Examples

Optimality for Single Transition Uncertainty
This example demonstrates that resolving a single uncertainty has complexity at least as great as that of creating the product machine for the two potentially correct models. This complexity arises from the fact that the product machine is used to generate the set of controllably distinguishing states and hence the minimally distinguishing language. For this example, z is the event for the uncertain arcs and A u = fa; c; dg. Following the procedure speci ed in Proposition 4.2, we create the product machine ( Figure 5 ) and calculate the states G which can be used to distinguish q 11 and q 21 and the region of weak attraction for G.
From the graph representation of the transition function for the product machine, we can determine that G = fq 1m;2n ; q 0;11 ; . . . ; q 0;1m ; q 0;21 ; . . . ; q 0;2n ; g:
From Figure 5 , we observe that the only state in the current G which can have q 0;0 in the region of weak attraction is q 1m;2n ; hence, we will limit our calculations for a new set G 0 = fq 1m;2n g. Some V m n = V m n?1 fq 0;0 g: Hence, by Proposition 4.2, since z 0 2 M k (G 0 ), the two states q 11 ; q 21 are controllably distinguishable, and the uncertain arc can be resolved. Observe that q 1m;2n 2 G 0 and that there is a string z(c n ad n a) m which can occur uncontrollably before reaching q 1m;2n ; hence, to resolve the uncertainty, every state which can be reached in the product machine from the initial state might be visited. This fact demonstrates that resolving this uncertain transition requires O(mn) operations.
To resolve the uncertainty, construct a supervisor with nite state machine representation as shown in Figure 5 and run the unknown plant and supervisor as a closed loop system. (See 13] for more detail on this procedure.) A distinguishing language for this example is L = z(c n ad n a) m a. which can be used to distinguish L 1 and L 2 as described in Proposition 4.2; however, the initial state of the product machine is not in the region of weak attraction of the set of controllable distinguishing states, which is empty in this example.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a model of uncertainty related to the transitions of systems modeled with nite state machines. We developed a test for determining whether or not such uncertainty can be controllably resolved. The test using a region of weak attraction calculation also provides an algorithm for constructing a supervisor which can resolve the uncertainties. An example demonstrating the optimality of the deterministic approach for a single uncertainty is provided. Also an example is given which demonstrates how the controllability and niteness requirements are both necessary for Proposition 4.2. This approach to choosing the correct model can be applied in any situation which has a set of models from which the correct one should be chosen. Several possibilities exist for extensions to this work. One possibility is to expand the model used to describe a discrete event system to one which can describe a broader category of systems, such as a Petri net 8] or algebraic 10] models. Another direction of current interest is the in uence which di erent uncertainty models have on the control and stabilization of systems modeled with discrete event system formalisms. This in uence incorporates the e ect that limiting the behavior of a system to a desired constraint language would have on correctly controlling the system and resolving any uncertainty in the model. A further extension is to consider how the addition of unobserved events a ects the problem described in this work.
